
Korean Fashion  Parity fashion 
Inspired by the stars to create Korean fashion wear 
Those who go to Korea to travel must pack their luggage and 
bring back the full Korean costumes! Girls who like Korean wear 
have noticed that Korea’s first national fast brand “SPAO” 
“MIXXO” finally entered Taiwan on 7/12! in the  Breeze center 
shopping mall at the Far Eastern Sogo Zhongxiao Store  .The first 
large-scale flagship store was opened in addition to the Korean 
clothing accessories of the korean Stars .  It was also opened in the 
flagship store. 
 
"Café Lugo" Taiwan's No. 3 store allows you to take a break and 
enjoy a relaxing coffee break after a stop at One Stop Shopping 
mall . Is it very good! 
	
 
Series 01 

「Guys business –  
simple blue series  that transforms into man」 

 
Designed to fit the Asian body, the style is simple but ingenious in 
the details. Blue linen is the main key for the season's color and 
texture, even in summer, it can get rid of the sultry heat. Formally 
bring another elegant atmosphere, easily create a Casual Look! 

Series 02 

Wild Denim Collection  

A series that you cannot miss out in your clothes closet 
and an IT product that you cannot miss out 

 
Denim is an indispensable versatile item throughout the 
year! SPAO expands the Denim style to the maximum, 
Skinny, Slim fit, Straight, Tapper, BF Jeans... everything, 
plus azure plain, destruction, Feline specific details 
design etc, rich changes can definitely meet the ideal 
male type Female needs. 
It is worth mentioning that SPAO's Denim pants are 
specially designed for Asian body types, and the version is 
improved on the length of the pants and the waist-arm 
ratio, reducing the need for modification. 

SPAO X Super Junior x AOA 
SPAO was founded in 2009, when SPAO used a high-class 
popularity K-POP idol to be the endorser of the next year 
most idol-clothing brand. In 2015, the latest endorser in 



the new Chunghwa district were Super Junior Leeteuk, 
Donghae and Eunhyuk and also in popularity wise the 
most popular girl group both of them appeared, ah must 
be thinking that this was the most attractive way to 
attract fans attention! In addition, the products in SPAO 
stores will be updated every two weeks, depending on the 
size of the garment, for clothing designs, it will be based 
accordingly to the size of an Asian to produce the tees & 
shorts accordingly and also based on the skin colors to 
provide the most richest, suitable colors to make a wise 
choice. 
 
Series 04 

T-POT Personality Graphic Tee series used are Cartoon 
graphics collaboration T to fit  

The richness of the whole summer seasons 
 

T-POT + Graphic tee  + SPOT  in shorter version , 
meaning is that once you arrived at SPAO , you can find 
many series , types , colors , of  the Graphics Tee series of 
the T-shirt ! Thus summer season T-POT personality 
Graphic Tee series has branched out to many kinds of 
Disney Collaborations Products, no matter if you are a 
male or female, it is able to showcase many different 
atmospheres of youthfulness. 

 
 


